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Abstract—Programmable matter i.e. matter that can change
its physical properties, more likely its shape according to an
internal or an external action is a good example of a cybermatics
component. As it links a cyberized shape to real matter, it
is a straight example of cyber-physical conjugation. But, this
interaction between virtual and real worlds needs two elements.
The first one is to find a way to represent the cyberized object
using programmable matter and the second is to be able to adapt
the matter to the cyberized changes.
This article presents the progresses made in these two topics
within the Claytronics project.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The new era of a digital world started with the invention
of the computer and has been popularized with the invention
of the Internet and later with the development of the web.
This digital world, coined as cyber world, comprises many
entities named cyber entities [1]. A cyber entity can be a
representation of an existing thing/entity but also a cyber entity
without a physical presence. On the one hand, an intelligent
thing like a body sensor will leave a trace in the cyber world
and will therefore have a cyber and a physical representation.
On the other hand, an object of virtual art will only have
a virtual representation. The development of this kind of
cyber entity without a physical representation is supported
by the progresses of machine learning algorithm and more
generally by content generated by computers, later referred to
as cyberization. Cyberization constitutes a field of research in
itself which has been named as cybermatics by Ma and al. [2].
Programmable matter is a good example of a cybermatics
component because it is directly concerned by cyber-physical
conjugation. A shape is first described virtually in a computer,
cyberized, and then transferred to the matter. The matter can
then evolve changing its shape either by moving by itself or
following users needs and the cyberized version of the matter
must reflect this evolution. The cyberized and the real version
of an object are therefore in interaction, if one change the other
must reflect this change. This interaction needs two elements.
The first one is to find a way to represent the cyberized object
using programmable matter and the second is to be able to
adapt the matter to the cyberized changes.

This article presents the progresses made in these two
topics. It is structured in three parts: the first one presents
the programmable matter concept, the second describes the
relation between a cyber representation and the programmable
matter and the last one presents the ways to adapt matter to
its cyber representation.
II. P ROGRAMMABLE MATTER
A. Definition
There are many different ideas behind the concept of
programmable matter. On a broad scope, programmable matter can change its physical properties more likely its shape
according to an internal or an external action.
The term of programmable matter has been first coined
by T. Toffoli in [3] but the meaning was quite different
than a self-reconfiguring matter. In this article, Toffoli defines
programmable matter as a ”[...] computer architecture that
closely reflects those resources and constraints of physical
matter insofar as they are relevant to the most efficient use
of this matter as a computational medium.” which means the
matter is a computational resource. It is three years later, then
programmable matter is really defined by S.C. Goldstein and
al. In [4], programmable matter is defined as a cyber-physical
conjugation: ”[...] programmable matter will allow us to take
a (big) step beyond virtual reality, to synthetic reality, an
environment in which all the objects in a users environment
(including the ones inserted by the computer) are physically
realized.”.
Many technologies or projects claim a programmable matter
label: programmable matter using folding [5], 4D printing
[6], modular self-reconfigurable robots [7] [4], quantum wellstone [8] or DNA structures [9] [10].
Although, all these projects are achieving programmable
matter in some ways, they have very different output and their
properties can greatly vary.
• Evolutivity: Can the shape of the matter vary over time,
and if yes, to what degree?
• Programmability: Shape transformation is driven by a
program or simply respond to an external stimulus (i.e.
4D printing example)

Autonomy: A computer is driving the matter directly or
the matter is autonomous and executes a program can
change its shape
• Interactivity: Programmable matter can change its virtual
representation back into a cyberized model
Only modular self-reconfigurable robots have all these properties as they embed computation. The most advanced research
in this field is the Claytronics project which will be detailed
in the next section.
•

B. The Claytronics project
Claytronics, which stands for Clay-Electronics is the name
of a robotics project initiated by Carnegie Mellon University and Intel Corporation, and then joined by FEMTO-ST
Institute. Mm-scale robots called Catoms, for Claytronics
Atoms, are assembled to form larger objects. The idea is
that each micro-robot have very restricted or let us say
only strictly mandatory functionalities and as each catom is
simple, hundreds of thousands can be assembled all together
to create new solid objects of any shape or size. A catom
is a mass-producible, sub-mm, MEMS using computationally
controlled forces for adhesion and locomotion. Each catom
therefore embeds a chip for computation and for driving its
actuators and communication capabilities. Two communication
hardware are studied: using electrostatic electrodes to transmit
a signal, i.e. by contact communication or using nanowireless
communications [11][12]. A first prototype has been realized
which embeds actuation and a chip for managing the movement of the micro-robots [13]. There are many challenges
to solve before Claytronics could bring transform matter into
programmable matter. These challenges and perspectives have
been enumerated in [14][15].

Figure 1.

Computer aided-design tool using programmable matter

anywhere. As the power will be remotely provided, the user
will be able to reconfigure the object by adding or removing
catoms at his convenience. Once the shape is formed, the
catoms will send their position back to the computer using
the optical or the electromagnetic power feeding waves.
In these two examples, the fundamental cause of the gap
between what people want and what technology delivers is that
computation is limited by its media types (for example, text,
audio, video), and therefore is confined to cyberspace. This
either limits what technology can deliver or forces humans to
adapt to technology in awkward ways.

C. Applications
Several ideas and examples of programmable matter usage
have already been described in [16], [17], [18], [19]. One of
them is collaborative work around a or several programmable
matter objects. In [16], a collaborative diagnosis for doctors
is described. A meeting is started between several doctors
which are in different locations. They are using programmable
matter as a way to ”see” each other. They can work around
a programmable matter representation of the patient taking
full advantage of the programmability of the object. They can
remove unnecessary elements of model for example skin or
muscles to display directly the injured part. They can also
zoom in or zoom out in parts of interest.
Figure 1 presents a potential application of an interactive
computer aided-design tool. The shape designed on a computer
will be formed in a liquid environment to cancel gravity. The
shape will be sent to the catoms using either optical or electromagnetic power feeding waves. The catoms will attach/detach
according to the algorithm. Once the construction phase will
be finished, the user will be able to take the object. The object
will know it is complete or the user will send the order that
construction is finished. The object will therefore change its
behavior: it will allow catoms to leave and to be attached

(a) Snapshot of the environment
(rear view)

(b) Snapshot of the environment
(front view)

(c) Example of a walker escaping (d) Map overview at tick 14940
a cavity trap with backtrack
Figure 2.

Walkers scanning a complex environment

In [12], a scalable application is described, where catoms
scattered in small semi-autonomous groups, called ”walkers”
collaboratively explore an unknown physical environment and
inform a ”macro” user through a data sink. This allows a fast
and detailed exploration of an unknown environment as each

group of moving catoms are able to share the map of the
environment while transmitting it to the sink (see Figure 2
for an example). This kind of application could be used in
many areas. In structural health monitoring (SHM), walkers
would be able to detect very small damages in structures by
comparing the difference between the original and the current
states of the structure. In a human body, they would allow
detailed monitoring of an organ shape. For example, in the case
of a cancer that would need 24/7 monitoring, it would help
understanding the dynamics of the remission or development
of the cancer.
III. T RANSFERRING CYBER REPRESENTATION INTO THE
MATTER

A. Introduction
A major problem to tackle while transferring cyber representation into the matter is to consider catom storage limitation. Many algorithms that adapt cyber representation to
real matter (e.g., [20] [21]) assume that each catom stores an
exact specification of the cyber representation. Storing a list
describing all the points of the cyber representation requires
a linear amount of memory. While this approach allows a
fine description of the cyberized object, this does not scale.
In practice, a catom can for example not store a million of
positions. We propose several approaches to address catom
storage limitation, namely to use compact representation,
shared representation and mapless representation.
B. Compact representation
As memory is a scarce resource, there is a need to study the
most compact representation that can be used. Several ideas
have been proposed to represent a cyberized object. Stoy [22]
et al. followed by Fitch et al. [23] transform a CAD model,
that is a largely used 3D format, into a set of overlapping
bricks. Overlapping bricks are easy to work with, each brick
can be represented by two coordinates but to increase precision
there is a need to work with smaller bricks which can increase
the representation size. In [24], Butler et al. published related
work on mapping a configuration of modular robots. In their
work they use for the representation of the configuration a
binary matrix, with 0 corresponding to empty spaces and 1
corresponding to occupied spaces. It is a precise method to
represent the goal configuration, easy to implement, without
loss of details and in addition a simple operation could tell
when the module is inside the model but the size of the map
will grow linearly with the size of the robots giving some
restrictions on scalability.
In the field of computer graphics, many solutions have been
proposed to describe a 3D object. Two different models are
analyzed to be part of description scene for modular robots,
Triangle mesh and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). Triangle mesh is a very common representation of a 3D object, in
literature we find it under the name of b-rep model (boundary
representation) [25]. It consists in approximating the shape of
an object by a set of small surfaces that defines the border of
the object, and then interior and exterior spaces.

The advantage of this description method is that we just have
to describe a 2D surface in order to construct a 3D object,
then it needs less memory.
An other advantage is given by the orientation of the surface: if every surface elements are defined counterclockwise,
the normal vector is usable to determine if a point is inside or
outside the volume relatively to the surface.
Although a wide number of 3D image software works based
on this format, this solution does not guarantee the final object
to be a solid where there is a place to check for a closed border
of the object.
Constructive Solid Geometry [26] is a classical method for
describing scenes in image synthesis. It consists in defining
a tree of objects that can be combined in order to model the
final scene. Leaves of the tree contain geometric models and
internal nodes are associated to a geometrical transformation
or a sub tree combination operator. Geometrical transformations are useful to apply displacements, rotations or scales in
a sub scene, they are placed in unary internal node of the tree.
Three combination operators are available: union, intersection
and difference. Coding a scene using CSG Tree is very compact, because it consists in defining the volume occupied by
the matter of the scene. Each object may be a simple geometric
entity that can be described by some parameters. For example,
a sphere or a cylinder need no intrinsic parameters their
position and size are given by geometrical transformations,
a torus is setup by the ratio of its radii. Describing a complex
scene using CSG Tree becomes harder because it contains
small details. In our case, the smallest size of a detail is the
size of a catom.
The three parameters used for representing a cyberized
shape are the precision of representation, the memory used
and the complexity for a catom to identify its position in the
shape. Regarding these three parameters, it seems CSG is the
best tradeoff as it has the smallest memory footprint while it
is quite easy for a catom to calculate its position in the shape.
The only trouble could be in the case of a very complex object
which could need more memory, more calculation to obtain
finally less precision.
C. Shared representation
In the shared representation approach, the cyber representation is disseminated into the matter and is shared between
the catoms taking into account their memory capability. Every
catom does not store the complete cyber representation but
instead only a part of it and can transparently access to
locally and remotely stored parts of the cyber representation.
This allows to store a fine-grained representation of possibly
complex cyberized objects. This approach comes with the
challenges of data dissemination, distributed query processing
and routing in resource-constrained, infrastructureless, highly
mobile and faulty systems.
Traditional peer-to-peer approaches (e.g., Chord [27]) fail to
efficiently adapt to our situation because they were proposed
to share data between devices connected over the Internet,
assuming proper underlying routing services and placement of

data independently of their position of usage. Moreover, most
of these approaches consider node mobility as a fault implying
high maintenance overhead in highly dynamic systems.
Some approaches that do not require any underlying routing
service (e.g., pathDCS [28]) or that use a stateless routing
protocol based on local-topology information (e.g., GHT [29])
have been proposed for Wireless Sensor Networks. However,
in most of these approaches, data are also placed independently of their position of usage and support for topology
changes due to node mobility is not sufficient for highly
dynamic systems.
These challenges of data placement and distributed query
processing in our resource-constrained, infrastructureless and
highly mobile systems can be overcome by combining geographic routing, landmark routing, virtual coordinate based
routing (e.g., [30]) and biased random walk methods. Moreover, in order to achieve efficient data retrieval, we propose
to disseminate the parts of the cyber representation as close
as possible to the area they are related to. Indeed, during the
matter transformation phase, catoms mainly use information
about geographically neighboring areas.

D. Mapless
A self-reconfiguration with a map of the target shape is
not memory-efficient, because describing a target shape will
consist of a set of positions which will require millions of
positions. Each node should have a memory capacity of
millions or billions of positions, hence the importance of a
reconfiguration protocol without map of the target shape. That
is, in the literature works when a self-reconfiguration process
aims to reach a given target shape composed of a set of P
positions (like a pixels for a given picture), each micro-robot
records all the P positions. This is neither efficient nor
scalable since we address here configurations with millions
of nodes have a low-memory capacity, and millions of final
positions because the MEMS nodes have a very small size.
Efficient approaches for self-reconfiguration of MEMS
micro-robots have been proposed in [31][32] where nodes do
not record any position and where the target shape is built
incrementally. Each node in the current increment acts as a
reference point for other nodes to form the next increment.
The proposed model makes the assumption that each node
can obtain the state of its physical neighbors to achieve
self-reconfiguration. Using these states, nodes collaborate and
help each other without the need for a global information.
Therefore, these algorithms do not need to know the map
of the target shape (i.e. coordinates of the micro-robots),
consequently memory usage is dramatically reduced. The
presented approach has the advantage of not requiring the node
knowledge of its own position either.

IV. A DAPTING CYBER REPRESENTATIONS TO REAL
MATTER

A. Introduction
Self-reconfiguration is a hard problem for three reasons.
First, the number of possible unique configurations for a
Modular Self-reconfigurable Robot (MSR) is huge: (c.w)n
where n is the number of modules, c the number of possible
connections per module and w the ways of connecting the
modules together [33]. Second, as modules can possibly move
at the same time the branching factor of the tree describing
the configurations is O(mn ) with m being the number of
possible movements and n the number of modules free to
move [34]. Third, as a consequence of the previous reason, the
exploration space of a reconfiguration between two situations
is exponential in n which prevents from finding a complete
optimal planning. It has been shown recently that finding the
optimal self-reconfiguration planning for chain-type MSRs is
a NP-complete problem [35].
B. Reconfiguration using blocks
In [21], a distributed self-reconfiguration algorithm for 2D
lattice-based MSR composed of cubic-shape sliding modules
has been proposed. This algorithm is fully decentralized and
can self-reconfigure a 2D MSR from any position to any other
position given that the intersection of the two configurations
is non-void and border is thicker than one block. Furthermore,
the convergence is proved and as the algorithm is distributed,
it can easily scale up to thousands of modules. Finally with
this algorithm, all the blocks that can move, will move at each
time step which makes the convergence fast.
This algorithm uses three ideas to cope with the difficulties
of self-reconfiguration:
• Complex movements. Due to the sliding motion type, a
MSR built from blocks has many blocking constraints and
it is clearly a non-holonomic system. Motions rules have
been introduced to cope with the difficulty of complex
collaborative movements. This makes the new system
a holonomic one. These rules are really simplifying
complex movements as they describe a list of movements
to be applied in each complex sequence.
• Combinatorial explosion and convergence speed. If the
number of blocks increases, then the number of possible
positions increase exponentially with the number of modules free to move, making a convergence to the right one
a difficult problem. One solution would be to authorize
only one block to move at a time but this would slow
down the reconfiguration. To cope with this difficulty,
new kind of meta-modules are defined. They act like
a train with a leader and followers. This meta-module,
directed by only one leader, simplifies the planning and
allows parallel movements as all the movable blocks will
move in parallel.
• Movement planning. The meta-modules are only allowed
to move on the perimeter of the shape and only in the
counterclockwise direction. This greatly simplifies the

movements planning and it allows any number of metamodules to move to their final position.
C. Reconfiguration using spherical catoms
Using the Parallel Algorithm with Safe Connectivity
(PASC) [31], spherical catoms can self-reconfigure to a
diamond-shape without needing a map. In PASC, each node
can only turn around a physical neighbor. But as network
connectivity as to be kept, a node can only move around a
neighbor if it does not break network connectivity. For this
purpose, a spanning tree is created to dynamically manage the
leaf nodes that can move.
√
√
To form the matrix of our square with N × N nodes,

V. C ONCLUSION
Programmable matter is a promising case study for cybermatics as it is a good example of cyber-physical conjugation.
In this article, we have presented different ways to transfer a
cyber representation into the matter. Given, the physical constraints transferring a cyber representation is still an ongoing
research work. Adapting cyber representations to real matter,
needs self-reconfiguration which is a complex process deeply
tied to physical capabilities of each catom. However, we have
presented some ideas to simplify this process. Finally, inside
the Claytronics project, many reflexion have been carried
out on the technical point of view but a reflexion on the
implications of cyber-physical conjugation is still to be made.
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